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W-11/23/2013-IPHEMD 

Government of India 

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology 

Department of Electronics and Information Technology 

(IPHW Division) 

 

Minutes of Pre-Bid Meeting regarding Expression of Interest (EOI) to provide Public Relations Support Services 

held on July 16, 2013 at DeitY, Electronics Niketan, New Delhi 

 

Following Committee members participated in the meeting: 

1. Sh. S K Marwaha, Director, DeitY 

2. Ms. Vineeta Dixit, PC, NeGD 

3. Sh. Akhilesh Saurikhia, Consultant, C&BB 

 

Following Committee members could not attend: 

1. Dr Ajay Kumar, JS, DeitY  

2. Sh. Deepak Sharma, Addl. Director, DeitY 

 

Following representatives from respective organizations also participated: 

 Mr. Ramesh Kailasam, APCO Worldwide 

 Mr. Tushar Panchal, APCO Worldwide 

 Ms. Neha Jain, The Practice  

 Ms. Zoya Surana, Mutual PR 

 Ms. Ratanshree, Mutual PR 

 Ms. Sridevi Vallath, Niche Media Consultants 

 Ms. Sristhi Soni, Percept Profile 

 Ms. Jyotsna Aneja, Percept Profile 

 Mr. Anil Sharma, IETE 

 

 Shri S. K. Marwaha, Director, DeitY welcomed the participants to the meeting. The participants were briefed on 

the provisions of National Policy on Electronics 2012 (NPE) and on progress made so far. Briefing was also provided on 

various initiatives underway, particularly regarding RFP for Marketing and Attracting Investments, Development of 

Collaterals and Mass Media plan using various media.  

 

 Queries as shared with DeitY were discussed one by one in order to understand bidders’ point of view. Bidders 

were then asked to discuss on more queries, if any.  These were discussed and the response to queries is as under: 

 

S. 

No. 
Query Response 

1.  Ref Para 4 on Scope of Work/ Deliverables 

and Specifications  

Query: Specifics of number of minimum 

monthly coverage, minimum quarterly 

coverage and minimum yearly coverage with 

size in sq. cms. and duration in seconds –reg. 

As this will be an editorial led earned media 

exercise and not a paid media exercise and it 

wouldn’t be possible for any agency to 

provide these details in the plan. For some 

reason, if any agency suggests any such 

activates with specific numbers, it means that 

they would violate the ethics of public 

relations business and an even a legal offence 

in some international markets Why DeitY has 

kept such as provision? 

There needs to be a parameter to evaluate one proposal vs 

Other. Further, for deliverables linked payments, there is 

need for clarity on quantifiable parameters and 

deliverables. It is expected that the agencies, based on their 

past experience will present the Approach Paper and 

format given in the EOI is a part of the Approach Paper. It 

is also clarified that 10 International Media Vehicles may 

be mentioned for all the countries combined.  

 

 

2.  Regarding para 8.17 (5) on Pre-Qualification 

Criteria (Average turnover of at least Rs. 50 

lakhs for the agency – reg.) 

Query: The figure would result in many 

It is clarified that the bidders with tie-ups with other 

leading agencies in target countries are also eligible to 

apply. Hence this requirement regarding Turnover at para 

8.17(5) is not changed. Further, it is added in bulleted notes 
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smaller agencies which doesn’t have own 

international network participating in the bid. 

Is it possible to increase this by minimum Rs 

Five crores and also mention that Agency 

should have own network presence in Europe, 

USA and South East Asian markets? 

 

in para 4 on ‘Scope of Work/ Deliverables and 

Specifications’ as:  

 In the Approach paper, the bidders have to mention 

regarding the tie-ups they have with agencies in the 

target countries or on having offices of their own. 

3.  Query: Social Media not covered in the para 4 

on ‘Scope of Work/ Deliverables and 

Specifications’ 

It is expected that to multiply any coverage social media 

will be used. Further, following may be added in bulleted 

notes in para 4 on scope of work as:  

 Social Media will be used to amplify any coverage 

received on the other media 

 

4.  Query: Other promotional activities being 

undertaken by DeitY regarding promotion of 

investment in ESDM 

A high level delegation is visiting target countries to inform 

the target companies about NPE initiatives and demand for 

ESDM products in India. A monthly Electronics e-

Newsletter is being brought out and mailed to 62000+ 

audience. A mass media campaign is being planned and 

will be launched shortly. This includes talk-shows in TV/ 

Radio, web space activity and social media also. 

Advertisements are being released in leading newspapers. 

Brochure on Investment and ESDM Verticals are being 

made. CRM software is also being customized. Public 

Relations activity will compliment this effort. Events are 

also being supported by DeitY to create more awareness 

about policy initiatives. 

5.  Typographic corrections   In para 4.1 regarding Target Groups the para below the 

bullets may be considered as deleted. 

 In paras 5 (c), 8.4 (3)/(4)/(5), 8.13(b), 8.16(8), RFP to 

be read as EOI 

6.  Para 8.16 Evaluation Process 

Sub para (4) – reg 

May be read as: The Tender Evaluation Committee may 

ask for meetings with the bidder to evaluate its suitability 

for execution of this task for promotion of investment in 

ESDM. 

7.  Ref. para 8.17 (2) On Pre Qualification 

Criteria – reg (The bidder should be a 

Company registered under the Companies 

Act, 1956 since last 5 years.) 

Query: Registered Societies under the Act 

XXI of 1860 may also be allowed. 

 

Societies are also allowed to bid, if they are meeting rest of 

the provisions on pre qualification. 

8.  Ref. para 8.17 (5) On Pre Qualification 

Criteria – reg (The responding Company 

should have an average turnover of at least 

Rs 50 Lakhs from Public Relations 

(excluding events) activities during each of 

the last three financial years) 

Query: This requirement may be waived. 

 

Size of operations in terms of turnover needs to be sizable. 

Hence there is no change in this criterion. Also please see 

the clarification at item 2 above. 

9.  Query: Essential presence in other countries 

may be waived off.   

Presence is not an essential criterion. However, the bidder 

agency will need enough wherewithals to get international 

coverage in target countries.  Also please see the 

clarification at item 2 above. 

 

 Meeting ended with thanks to the Chair.  

 

******* 


